Amí is here and it’s about time.

Product Features

Distributed in Australasia by Software Suppliers
AUSTRALIA: (008) 023 327 327 NEW ZEALAND: (09) 480 8999. Includes 1 year of FREE telephone support. Training available.

Word Processing

- Integrated WYSIWYG page display
- Full keyboard interface for fast operation
- Cut, Copy and Paste
- Full Undo capability
- 110,000 word Spelling Checker (UK English)
- Search and Replace
- On-the-fly hyphenation and justification
- Automatic pagination
- Automatic page numbering
- Running headers and footers
- Flexible line spacing control
- GO TO functions
- Left, right, centre and numeric tabs
- Change any block of text to: Bold, Italic, Underline, Any available font and size
- Tabbed, or paragraph alignment
- Unlimited document length

Formatting with Frames

- Frames are like "mini-pages" with such powerful attributes as: Margin control Up to 8 scaffolding columns Varying gutter widths Borders of various line styles
- Frames can contain graphics or text for: Easy integration of text and graphics on a page Full graphics scaling within frames Quick graphic cropping Overlaying text into graphics
- Full frame movement and re-sizing
- Selectable background shades and colours
- Frames can be opaque or transparent

System Requirements

- IBM AT or 166% compatible (80286 or 80386 CPU) or IBM PS/2 (including Model 30)
- 640KB RAM, MS DOS 3.0 or later and hard disk with EGA, VGA or Hercules compatible display.

Style Sheet Formatting

- 25 professionally-designed style sheets for documents
- Style sheets can be easily created and modified
- "Styles" control paragraph formats:
  - Font style and size
  - Attributes (bold, italic, underline, all caps)
  - Hyphenation
  - Alignment (left, centre, right, justified)
  - Line spacing control

- "Layouts" control page formats:
  - Up to 8 scaffolding columns per page, variable gutter widths
  - Automatic column balancing
  - Complete margin control
  - Variable page size (to 22" x 22")
  - Running lines between columns or page

General Features

- Layout modes for WYSIWYG formatting as you type
- Draft mode for high-speed, unformatted text entry
- Four fully-editable viewing levels: Working view Full Page view Enlarged view Standard view
- Instant feedback of formatting choices
- Colour display of text and graphics
- Automatic text flow around frames
- Context-sensitive Help
- Import various file formats including: Samma, ASCII, WordPerfect 5.0, WordStar 2000, PC and TIEF
- Printing options include reverse order, portrait or landscape, collate and automatic pair kerning
- Automatic reformating for different printers

Options

- A Microsoft Windows-compatible mouse (serial or parallel) is recommended.
- Amí includes a Runtime Version of Microsoft Windows. The full version of Microsoft Windows (2.0 or later) is recommended.
- Available in 5 1/4" (1.2MB) or 3 1/2" (720KB) format.
- Amí is compatible with any printer that supports Microsoft Windows.

Amí is a trademark of Samma Corporation. Other brands or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

With Amí, you can be the creative director. You can create words and page layouts simultaneously as one intuitive train of thought. You’ll do it all with an ease and speed you never realised was possible.

Amí includes quick and efficient keyboard commands (or you can use a mouse), 110,000 word Spelling Checker, Search and Replace, Cut, Copy, Paste, Headers and Footers, Undo as well as Context-sensitive Help. Amí even has the ability to import files from other word processors, and much more.

Amí lets you design your documents as you write, or you can enter your text quickly and then sort out your formatting later. If you don’t feel like typing, you can use your voice to control the mouse. Just say, "cursor up," or "underline that word" and Amí does the rest.

As an introductory offer, Amí is a steal at only $299.00. But hurry! Amí is all about time and time is wasting. Min 640KB for EGA, IBM 80386.

Toll free 008 023 327
For more information please complete the reply-paid card.